show that every number represented by g with either y^-z or #== -z (mod 3) is also represented by/. Hence every number 3n and 3n + l not of the form A is represented by/. For, x=y = 0, zf^O, and #, 3>^0, 3=0 (mod 3) both imply g = 2. If N = 3n or 3w + l is of the form A, then 71 AT, so that AT-13-3 2^A . Similarly, one of 3^+2-13 and 3n+2 -52 is not of the form A; but neither of these is congruent to 2 (mod 3). These linear forms are positive if n^39; h represents all integers not less than 119. The only number less than 119 not represented in (1, 2, 7, 13) is found to be 5.
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